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Philalethes: The Journal of Masonic Research & Letters. Since 1946, Philalethes has provided Masonic light to generations of Freemasons. That tradition continues today. Now expanded to 44 pages per issue, Philalethes presents thought-provoking articles on Masonic symbolism, ritual, history, art and philosophy, as well as careful book reviews and insightful editorial content.

Philalethes: The Journal of Masonic Research & Letters
The Institute of Physics (IOP) is a leading scientific society promoting physics and bringing physicists together for the benefit of all. It has a worldwide membership of around 50 000 comprising physicists from all sectors, as well as those with an interest in physics.

The Astrophysical Journal - IOPscience
A long-hidden cache of Marilyn Monroe’s private letters and diaries answers many mysteries surrounding her legend. With an exclusive look at this discovery, Sam Kashner digests the revelations ...

Marilyn and Her Monsters | Vanity Fair
2018-19 Edmonton Oilers in review Kris RussellSince he was first signed by the Edmonton Oilers on the eve of the 2016-17 season, Kris Russell has been viewed as a place-holder.

The curious case of Cowboy Kris Russell | Edmonton Journal
News, reviews and features on fashion and style, travel, gear and gadgets, health and fitness, sports, food and drink, movies, television, books, art, theater, cars ...

WSJ Life, Style & Arts: Weekend News and Reads
An academic journal’s prestige is established over time, and can reflect many factors, some but not all of which are expressible quantitatively. In each academic discipline, there are dominant journals that receive the largest number of submissions, and therefore can be selective in choosing their content.Yet, not only the largest journals are of excellent quality.

Academic journal – Wikipedia
- Daytona Beach News-Journal Online. Gift trike gets Daytona man with Down syndrome back on the road

Daytona Beach News-Journal Online: Local News, Politics ...
Ross Gay’s The Book of Delights (288 pages; Algonquin Books) is a collection of over 100 short essays. The project began as a type of writing exercise: Gay would write one essay about something delightful every day for a year. While the collection doesn’t contain an essay for every single day of that year, and some of the essays might be called more thought-provoking than purely delightful ...

ZYZZYVA - A San Francisco journal of arts & letters.
Read the Daytona Beach News-Journal Online op-ed section for staff editorials & reader commentary on important issues in your local community. Join the discussion.

Editorial & Opinion News Topics: Daytona Beach, FL Op-Eds
American Bee Journal. The American Bee Journal was established in 1861 by Samuel Wagner and has been published continuously since that time, except for a brief period during the Civil War.

The American Bee Journal - A publication about bees and ...
Get The Wall Street Journal’s Opinion columnists, editorials, op-eds, letters to the editor, and book and arts reviews.

Opinion & Reviews - Wall Street Journal
3-Year Outcomes After Valve-in-Valve Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement for Degenerated Bioprostheses The PARTNER 2 Registry

JACC: Journal of the American College of Cardiology
Synopsis 800 nm laser illumination can accelerate the degradation of aqueous Ti3C2Tx nanosheets colloidal solution by a factor of ?10, compared with the heating at 40 °C.

Inorganic Chemistry (ACS Publications)
Curiosity (from Latin c?ri?sit?s, from c?ri?sus "careful, diligent, curious", akin to cura "care") is a quality related to inquisitive thinking such as exploration, investigation, and learning, evident by observation in humans and other animals. Curiosity is heavily associated with all aspects of human development, in which derives the process of learning and desire to acquire knowledge ...

Curiosity - Wikipedia
Ensure compliance with your funder and/or institution requirements using our Author Compliance Tool to check requirements against the options offered by your chosen journal.

Author Compliance Tool | Wiley
Amazon.com Inc. Stock - AMZN news, historical stock charts, analyst ratings, financials, and today’s Amazon.com Inc. stock price.
It’s the first day of school, and Curious George has been invited to Mr. Apple’s class to be a special helper! George is just the right monkey for the job—until he starts to wreak his usual havoc, that is.
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This Essay introduces double-double consciousness as a new way of conceptualizing the psychological ramifications of being a black prisoner. Based on my own experience as a black prisoner, I conclude that double-double consciousness is a mechanism through which the prisoner can maintain dignity despite living in captivity.